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._,,, A new decision rule for use- in a production scheduling algorithm 
based on an analysis of the structure of the algorithmic process is 
'-
developed; and its efficiency compared with. that -of previously used 
\ decision rules. The t_echnique developed -involves a search -o-f the· 
-algorithmic vicinity of the best of several initi ..al schedules gene-
' 
rated by traditional methods. The results of the experimental com-
--
parison indicate that the structural decision proceoore can, with ., ~ . 
suitable modifications, outperform previously used decision rules. 
,, 
I 
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The prob~em to which this thesis • addressed • known. a1 the 1S 1S 
n by m scheduling problem. It can be· briefly described as follows: 
n commodities are, each in a prescribed order, to be processed 
\j 
-- --- · on one or more of m facilities which are ini t 1a11·y ·idle, reaay to 
provide.'c-,service, and uncommited in the future. All of the n com-
modities~e ready to be processed initially, and each must be pro-
. . . 
~ 
cessed for a prescribed period of time on each·facilitf-t6·which it 
\. is to be routed. A solution to the problem consists of a feasible 
specificatfon of the time ft which each facility will process each 
operation on each commodity routed to it. 
For even small n and m the number of such solutions is very 
large (12), and.the result desired is to produce that solution (or 
one of those solutions) which is optimal- with respect to some cri-
terion. 
... 
The criterion of ·optimality which will be used in the discus-
-
sion which follows is that of minimum schedule time. This is a 
matter o'f convenience only, and nothing that fallows should be con.~, 
strued as inapplicable with-respect to any 'other criterion, since 
nothing will be developed which depends solely upon the seeking of 
minimum schedule time. 
~ong the methods currentJy being used to attack this problem 
• 
are heuristic rt.1:.les (8 ,20), loading rules· (5,6), int~ger line~r pro-:-
. ' 
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A·brief description of each method follows: 
-
1. Heuristic rul~s are decision procedures which attempt to 
duplicate the perf~rmance of skillful human schedulers. 
2. Loading rules use only~the. information available to opera-
tors··of machines to decide which of the commodities waiting to be 
processed on ,~he machine should be worked on next. Loading rules : 
·. may be thought of~ as heuristic rules which exhibit very 11 ttl~ ski fl. 
~ 
3. The scheduling problem has been formulate~ as an intege!'-
/ 




even the-most compact requires a large numoer of variables and con-
straints. ·- Manne's formulation (15) requires, for example, 31 vari-
ables and 94 constraints for a 3 by 4 problem (16). At the~present 
time none of t~ese formulations is computationally practical. 
4. The merging techniqu.e of Page consists of grouping opera-
tions, usirig the optimality criterion chosen, first in pairs, then 
.quartets, octets, and so on in a manner similar to sorting tech-
niques used· on electronic computers. The method is, however, appli-
cable only to scheduling problems where all of the n commodities 
are to be processed in ·the same order on each of them facilities. 
5. Sampling techniques employ some method to secure a small 
number of solutions to the problem and then choose the. "best" of 
these. 
The two approaches which seem to provide the most promise are 
• 
·--;::;-
those of integer·programming and sampling. Until more progress in 
' 
.. 
· · -the direction of -improved computational metho_g.s for the solution of 
. ~: ,· .. ·'. 
;:_ integer linear programs occurs, the brightest hope for early prac-
• 
.. 

























tic~l application of mechanical techniques to the solution of this 
.. 
I problem lies .~n the development of a method to provide a close 
approach to optimality by sampl!n~ the set of feasible solutions. 
In order to sample this set of feasible solutions, a method 
l 
must be employed to generate that set or a subset of that set. 
Several such methods have been proposed (9,14,17); but the easiest 
.,..,-.-
. , 
of practical application is ~he algorithm of Giffler and Thompson 
(9), and it is with this algorithm that this discussion will.deal. 
The process of constructing a schedule by means of the algo-
rithm re9uires that Choices be made between commodities vying for 
service on a facility. If these choic~s are happy ones the resul-
J., • 
-ting schedule, in terms of the chosen optimality criterion, is a 
.... 
. good one. If, on the other hand, the choices are less fortuitous 
the resulting schedule can be a poor one. A number of ipvestiga-
t'ions have been made to find a rule by which these individual 
' \. . 
' choices may be made that will consistently yield good results. 
' 
' 
The purpose of this investigation is not ·to look at still 
another rule hr which to make these individual choices, but rather 
.to develop a decision rule or procedure that, while utilizing 
r 
• 
previously investigated ru~es, would take advantage of the nature· 
• 
of the. algorithmic process i"t"self and, hopefully, prove more 
efficient than. the, sole use of· previously investigated de.cision 
rules. . .,, 
··: 
' l . -. 
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\; The Algorithm of Giffler and Thompson 
.. -Before stating the algorithm -:it will be necessary to ·define a 
few terms and introduce the notation ,in ,, which the discussion will 
~ • f. 
y 
proceed. The scheduling problem may be stat·ed as follows: ~ 
~-
- .. . . 
The order in which the • commodities are to be processed various 
'"" 
6f .by the various facilities is defined by the facilfty sequence array 
_ f 11 • ..... 
__ /: _ . - - -· _.;,_-· ______ .. __ _ 
---·· ·-·--- - - - . - ·--·-· .. ·-·-· ' 
\ 
·£21 
F = • 
.. :&: 
.... ·- • 
• • • • 







where f ij is the /h facility upon which the itb commodity must be 
processed·. · : .. .- "t" 
~ The time required to process each .commodity on each of the 
various facilities to which it is routed is given by the operation 
time array, 
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A solution to the problem, or a schedule, is given by an array 
• • • • 








gm2· •••• g 
. mn 
th where g is th~ time of completion of pro'cessing of the j com-ij 
th 
modity on the i facility, with the restriction impo~ed that for 
- - - - .t,. . - - ~ 
all i~ 2 s 1 ~ m ~nd for all j, 1 s j· s n we must have g ~ · 
fjlj 
tjf and gf . - gf j ·~. tjf. . This restriction ·guarantee.s. jl jiJ ji-1 :- ij 
-that an operation on a commodity must ~e performed to .completion 
'-
before a subsequent operation on that commodity ,.can be started. 
In this problem it is assumed that the te.chnologiGal· require--
ments are such that no facility may be assigned to start an opera-
tion until the last started operation on that facility has been per~ 
formed to c9mpletion. Thus for G t,o be a feasible schedule it is · 
.. 
required that for all i, 1 sis m; and for all pairs h, k, with 
then. g - g 
ih '~ 
~ t . 
hi If for any such pair h~ k this requirement is 
.. 
violated., then g and g are said to be in conflict. ib ik . 




(a) No facility is idle for a length of·time sufficient to 
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(b) whenever an assignment of a commodity to ·a facility has 
been made, its processing is started at the earliest 
time that both the facility and the commodity are free. 
Giffler and Thompson.(9) show that any feasible schedule can be 
obtained from an w'"acti·~;'· schedule by either introducing idle time or . 
by starting the. processing of ... a commodity later than the earliest 
time that both the commodity and assigned facility are free, or by a 
''\.._..,• 
combination of these two manipulations.· Thus, a sampling technique 
need only confine itself to sampling the set of active schedules. no. 
~ 





1. In Genter the completion times of the first operations to 
produce each commodity as given by F, 
for all i, 1 s; i s; n. 
i.e. ' gf i 




2. Sett equal to the smallest completion time so entered. 
3. In each row"'of G with one or more entries equal to.t, de-
fine the conflict set of ~that row as (a) ,all entries equal 
tot, and (b) all entries ~n conflict with entries equal to 
t. 
4. In each row where the confltct set is lion null, choose one 
of its members. Left shift this entry if possible. That. 
,I 
is~ if the chosen member of the conf 1 ict set is g .. , replace 
' ~J 
it by the smallest number greater than or equal to the 

















8 . • 
th t that is not in conflict.with any member of the i ~ow ji 
of G not in the conflict set. Suppose this number to bet'. 
; Replace the completion timeS*·of each of the other members 
- of tbe conf 1 ict set by its ope rat ion time plus the larger 
~ of t' or the arrival time of the commodity at the facility. 




5. For each member of the set defined in step 3 look in the 
facility sequence array- to see the next facility (if any) 
that will prodiss the commodity of that operation.· Enter 
its completion time plus the new operation time in the 
r 
corresponding position in G. Lett' be the smallest com-
pletion time entered in step 4. If t' < t, sett equal to 
t' and go back to step 3. If t' ~ t go on to step 6. 
' $:• If t is not equal to the largest entry in G, find the 
.., 
integer t' in G that is next lafger than t, and sett~ -t•; 
then go"back to step 3. 
7. If t is equal to the largest entry in G, stop. The total :,,· 
schedule time of the resulting schedule will be this t. 
The following example is given to demonstrate the step by step 




Suppose---that . .ttvo commodities must each be processed on three . 
.. 
· facilit:ies and that the first commodity must first be processed. ·on 
facility one for three time units, next on f~c1.11ty three for six 
. . 
~ . 
time, units, and fi_nally on facility two for two time units.- suppose 
-
-further that the second commodity must first be processed on facil-
\ 





-------- - -------- 4 -~· - --------~-- _ 
___.__ -----· -- ---- - --













ity one for'three time units, next on facility two for seven time 
units, and finally on facility three for two time units. Trans-
lating this. into our notation we have: 
t 1 3 2 3 2 6 ,, • and n - 2, m 3, F T -
- - - 3' - 2· 1 2 3 7 
/ 
Then the algorithmic . - proceeds in this way? process 
Pass~ Step G t t' Conflict Se-t Choice 
-














5 10 3· 
12 
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-~ 5 -6·:. ' ·-

































' SteR G 
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t' · Conflict Set Qioice Pass 
-
III .. \ 6 3 
. t. 
5 - 10 lO 
-- ···------ .. -
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6 3 The schedule generated with this series 1 of choices . then G - 14 10 1S -~ l 12 14 .. 
This schedule specifies the following: At time zero conunodity two 
is to be started on ~aci+ity one. 
' 
- ' . 
Wh~n, at time 3, this operation- -
•• > 
· is completed start commodity one on facility one and commodity two 
on facility tw.o. At time 6, when the operation on commodity. one is 
. -c~pleted on .facility one, start commodity .on-e on . f a,cility three. } 
This operation, in turn, will complete at time 12. Then c·ommodity 
. . . 
- I' 
.. _. 
,;., · .. ·· -:-' 
; ... 
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one should be started on facility two and commodity two (which-~ 4'-
completed on facility two at time 10). on facility three. These 
two operations will both complete at time 14. The length of this 
.., 
schedule is then 14. 
-In this example none of the chosen members of conflict sets 
could be left shffted at step 4. The opportunity to perform a left 
shift in step 4 of the algorithm occurs only when the value of a 
chosen member of a conflict set fs increased at ·step 5 after the 
resol~tion of a conflict on another facility, Then if one of the 
-· . 
-U!k------
other members of the original conflict set is chosen in step 4 of a 
subsequent pass it may be abl~ to be left shifted. 
This algorithm generates :a particular active schedule. Giff ler 
and Thompson (9) show that ff, in step 4, conflict sets are resolved 
in all possible ways the algorithm will generate the set ·of all 
active schedules.>-"'The cardinality of this set, although very much 
less than that of the set of all feasible schedules, is, in all but 
., 
the most trivial problems, ve y large. For example, it is con-· 
!(e·r.vat.i.vely estimated by Fisher and Thompson (7) that the number of 
/ 
. '), ,. 
l 
- ---- .. ~·-- --.- ~-. 
-.. 
active schedules Jor a 6 by 6 problem is well over a million. Complete 
.. 
' 
enumeration even for suph a small problem is, therefore, quite out 
' 



































• ...... CHAPl'ER 3 
... 
Previously Investigated Decision Rules 
Whep -c·onsfi:uctfng a sched.ule by means of the algorithm, eac·h time 
~ conflict set with more than one member is determined in step 3 a 
decision must-be made as to whiG.Wmember of the set is to be chosen 
'~ r } in step 4. Each completed sehedule is the result of' an -ordered series 
r 
of such decisions. The process ~an be represented pictorially by a 
. . - --- ---~ --·aecision tree ·where· each· node represents the encountering of a conflict 
set of more than one member and the rays from a node represent each 
' 
of the possible resolutions of that conflict. Such a decision tree 
might, for a very small problem·, look like this:: 
·, 
.. 
FIGURE 1. Typical Decision Tree for a Small Problem 
Two immediate observations about the nature of this decision 
structure can be made: First, if eadh decision at step 4 of the I 
-algorithm is made randomly, a schedule which is tne result of j reso-
lutions of conflict sets ha~ .... , a greater pr.obabili ty _o·i being generated 
II 
• than .does one--which-is the result of resolving k >- j conflicts.· 
Second, each time a conflict is resolvetj delay is introduced unless 
the chosen member of the conflict set c~n be left shifted so that the 
-





,I' ' . 






















I time of any other commodity in the conflict ·set at .the facility in 
\ 
question. The natural conclusion to which these two observations lead 
~ 
is that, in general, a schedule's length ought to increase as the num-
ber of conflicts resolved in order to obtain that schedule increases. 
As a result of this, shorter schedules ought to have.a higher proba-
.-. 
bility of being generated than do longer s_chedules if conflicts are 
resolved randomly (1,2). · ' r 
I 
. ,. 
This conclusion· is, however, based on two assumptions which are 
not supported by the computational experience of White (22), Heller 
(13), and of this ·author. The first~ these assumptions is that, for 
. ,. 
a particuJ.ar problem, the number of conflict resolutions is uniformly 
distributed ov~r its_range. The second assumption is that the amount 
"i...., 
of delay inf~ced at the resolution 1\of a conflict is, for a parti-
cular problem, essentially a constant. That these assumptions are not, 
in general, satisfied may readily be seen by looking at Figures 2 and 
3. These figures are based on 300 iterations of the algorithm in . 
..... _ 
solving a typical problem ,(problem 13, See Appen9ix I), resolving 
~ / 
conflicts randomly. Figure 2 shows -the number of occurrences plotted 
• 
agai·nst the number of conflicts resolved· in generating the schedules .. 
J 
Figure 3 shows· mean schedule _length plotted against the number of 
conflict resolutions. 
-In -sampling the set of _s.olu,tion.s fo~ a prC?qlem by means of the 
algorithm a number of approaches have been used; and a brief discus-
.I ~ . 
sion ·ot the results of these investigations will be presented in order · 
---
that. the reader might understand the motivation for the approach 
... 
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_FIGURE 3. Distribution of Mean Sched~le Lengths for a 
.6 by 6 Problem 
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• schedule length as the criterion of optimality.) 
Giffler, Thompson and Van Ness ( 10) -in the pion'eering work with 
the algorithm used random resolut-.io-n .... of -conf.licts in step 4 of the 
' . 
algorithm·to generate schedules. They found that, on the average, 
random sampling was not significantly better than the Shortest Immi-
nent Operation (SIO) rule for. machine loading. 
Fisher and Thompson (7) in inves.tigating this matter used a pro-
-babilistic learning combination of Longest Remaining Time (LRT) and 
,I ( 
Shortest Imminent Op,eration rules. , .. That is, after chaos ing an initial ~ 1~ 
''"2 probability of resolving conflicts in step 4 of the algorithm by each 
. t. 
of the two rules and generating an initial schedule, these probabilities 
. 
" " 
were changed in subsequent iterations of the algorithm to reward good 
. '' '' 
performance (i.e., a shorter schedule) and to punish bad performance. ~ 
:. 
They found that an unbiased random combination of these two rules pro-. 
· duced, in general, shorter schedules· th an ·were obtained by using 
either of them separately. They we·re, however, unable to demonstrate 
any learning in the process. 
Nugent (17) in approaching this problem used essentially the same 
technique as do Fisher and Thomp~on in resolvlng conflicts. He uses 
a probabilisti.c combination of Random, First Come First Served (FCFS), 
Shortest Imminent Operation, and Longes-a Remaining Time rules. He 
' . also :performed a·- few· experiments introducing random d~~ay together with, 
a probabilistic combination1ot taese loading rules. His results are 
• 
similar to those of Fisher and Thompson in that probabilistic com-
binations of Random, .. Fir-st Come ·First Served, Shortest Immine·nt Oper-
\ 
.. 
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schedules than do ~ny of them used exclusively. 
, · -. Two d1ff icul ties exist which tend to obscure the effects of 
biased and unbiased random combinations of the Longest Remaining Time, 
Shortest Imminent Operation, and First Come First Served rules. The 
first of these difficulties is that in resolving many conflicts the 
. application of any of these rules yields the same choice. The second-
is that when using any one of these rules, ties frequently result. 
·, 
Opinions differ as to which method ought to be used in breaking these 
ties, but the net result of this phenomenon and of the inability to 
distinguish between the rules is to render suspect any conclusions 
regarding the effect of any bias (or the lack of it) that is introduced • 
White (22) uses a different.approach. At each ~oint io the al-
gor~.ghmic process at w.hich a conflict must be resolved, he compuies an 
.. 
estimate of the effect ea~h of the possible choices would have upon 
the optimality measure of the final schedule. He then chooses that 
path yielding the most promising estimate. The conclusion to which 
his experimental evidence leads him is that t~~ use of the criterion 
of minimum.lateness in computing his estimates at the points of 
decision yields shorter schedules than does &ither the use of the 
criterion of shortest schedule length or of Random, Shortest Imminent 
Operation, or Longest Remaining Time rules. 
-~ J 
























The Dev~lopment of a Structural Decision Rule 
With the exception of the meth9d of White (22), all previous 
approaches to the resolution o'f conflicts in the algorithm have relied 
upon widely used machine loading r~t9 make the necessary choices.· 
The choice to use these rules is an attractive on~,because they are 
known to give reasonably good results in the actual practice of 
scheduling a shop. But an essential difference exists between the 
decision process in actual practice and the decision.process in the 
algorithm. This difference lies in the point· in time at whi'ch the 
decision is made. In actual practice decisions are made early. The ......... --
latest time at which a scheduling decision can be made is at the 
moment of arrival· of. a job at a machine or at the time of completion 
/ 
/· 
' of an operation on a rilachi.ne in front of whicf' there is a queue. In 
, 
the algorithm these decisions are made much later in, at least, al-
gorithmic time. They are made_~ inqeed, at the t.ime .of possible com- -
pletion of an operation on one of the commodities vying for service. \ 
. / Furthermore, once the choice is made, the chosen operation may be 
pushed even further back in time from the .. algorithmic time of dee-on 
by a possible left shift.~Thus, the use of a decision rule, or perhaps 
'\ more precisely a procedure, based upon the structure .of the algorith-
mic process suggests itself as possibly a more fruitful method of 
generating schedules by meays ot the algorithm, than the use of loading 
rules essentially unrelated to the· algorithm. 
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19 
, cedure here presented. began with the observation that in relatively 
. /· 
\ 
small problems -u-- - " good schedules tend to occur in clusters at the 
terminal nodes of the decision tree.-'· That ~s; decisions taken early 
in the algorithmic process seem to be"' of greater i-mportance than 
decisions made late in the process. That this should tend to be the 
case can be unde.rstQ.od if one realizes that early decisions are made 
.. 
with little realization of the impact of these decisions upon the 
.. final solution. Decisions -taken later and later in the algorithmic 
<:;,i . process are more and .more restricted by the series of decisions taken 
earlier, and have less and less effect upon the measure of optimality ., 
I 
by which the final schedule is to be judged. These observations lead, ' 
in t.urn, to the actual procedure finally adopted. 
This procedure consists of the following three steps: 
1. . Generate, by- means- of the- algorithm, a small number of .. 
.. .... -schedules. 
2. Choose several of the best (in ·terms of the optimality 
criterion) of these initial schedules . 
3. . 'I Construct solutions in the algorithmic victni_ty of each 
of the chosen initial schedules in the hcipe of finding a 
stlll better schedule . 
This procedure mi:fy be likened to· the method of a human· scheduler 
-
. 
. who first- constructs a t-eritative schedule and then seeks to improve 
., :upon it by success1= vely rearranging sever-al operations u:itil he des-
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if.the criterion is minimum schedule length, the decision rule used 
l 
ought to be one which produces relatively short schedules. If, on the 
othe·r hand, the criterion is, say, minimum lateness, the decision rule 
I-
used to generate initial schedules ought to be "one which, with rea-
sonable frequency, produces schedules with a relatively· small degree· of 
lateness. In this investigation schedule length was the optimality 
/ criterio{ and two decision rules were J~loyed to ~nerate init~~l 
solutions: LRT and an unbiased random combination of LRT and SIO . 
The choice of the LRT~rule to-generate initial solutions was 
/ . 
predicated on two observations: First, in examining a limited number 
of small problems, it was found that this rule seldom generates a 
truly "bad" solution and often produces a close approach to optimality. 
, Second, this· rule frequently generates more.· than one solution. (Mul-
tiple solutions arise whenever a conflict set contains two or more 
members.whose .remaining processing times are both equal and the maxima 
of the remaining processing times of all the members'of the conflict 
set. " . " If these __ ties are resolved in all possible ways, multiple 
· solutions result.) 
The unbiased random combination of LRT and SIO rules was ~lso 
chosen to ge~erate initial solutions because the investigations of 
Fisher and Thompson (7) and of Nugent (17) -~.1uggest that this method of 
~:/J. 
. V ,, 
. 
re sol vi rig conflicts seems to produce .reasonab.;r good results. 
Once the method of geper~ting the initial solutions, whose 
I f 
• 
algorithmic neighborhood is to be searched, is decided upon, the fol-
lowing questions arise: How--many initial solutions should be gene-
rated? What fraction of these initial sol·utions should ·be used as a 
• 
··-
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basis for further search? How large a neighborhood about these 
r solutions should be searched? And finally; If this neighborhood is 
~too large reasonably to enumerate, what should be the size of the 
sample taken and what method of sampling ought to be employed? 
\ 
All of these questions are facets of the basic question of how 
much effort should be spent~in generating and Jmproving upon an initial 
feasible schedule. This questJ..,9~ can only be answered for a par-
ticular problem when the costs of generating schedules and the return 
or economic value of a particular sc·hedule can be determined. Then 1 
..,. 
Beenhakker's Stopping -Rule (1,2) can be used. Since the cost of 
generating schedules depends, among 3ther things, upon the particular 
\ 
C' 
. ......,... \ compute! used to generate the schedules, and since the results of 
' 
using this structural decision procedure were to be compared with those 
of prior investigations utilizing published probl.pms for which no• 
. -cost informat .. i.on had been posite.d; Beenhakke.r's Stopping-Rule-was not 
used to supply answers for the aforementioned questions. Rather, a 
more intuitive and subjective approach was taken. 
Th~ actual procedure adopted to generate the initial .schedules 
was first to generate the set of all possible schedules using the LRT 
rule. If this set contained three or more members the algorithmic ,.. 
' vicinity·of the three shortest schedules was then searched. If the 
LRT rule produced only one or two solutions an unbiased random com-
-4 t-• • l 
• I 
.. 
-\•.>- bination of LRT and SlO rules was used to provid'e. one or two additional . 
-- - . 
• 
schedules so that the vicinity of at least three initial schedules 
could be searched. 
I 
--L-~--
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22 
The method adopted to search the algorithmic vicinity of a 
--
particular solution was to use, as a starting point,. the va~iable t 
. ' 
and the array Gas it appeared before the last m conflicts were 
resolved in arriving at the solution (where mis the number of facili-
ties of the particular problem), and then generate five successive 
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Fisher and Thompson and Nugent have used mean schedule length 
over a fixed number of iterations as a measure· of effectiveness in 
judging the efficiency of one decision rule against another. White's 
method is to call that decision rule best that consistently yields 
, the_ shortest schedule-with one cpass of the algorithmjl Both measures 
hav, merit but both seem somewhat limited. White' ~thod would be 
"::::~ 
applicable if the economic parameters were always such that the costs 
of generating stibsequent sched~ie~·~ei~-much higher than the gains 
that might be realized through an improvement upon an initial schedule. 
-The measure of mean schedule length would, .on the other hand, mili-
r :, . 
tate against a rule which frequent!~ produces very short schedules if ,, 
it_als.o happens--tG-produce a number of comparatively long schedules. 
In this investigation another procedure was developed to measure the 
efficiency of decision rules. 
In evaluating one rule against another, intuitively ·One would 
• 
call·, rule "A" 'better" than rule "a" if, in a given number of trials, 
rule "A" produces a larger number of "short" schedules than rule "e". 
" " I By short one would mean some small interval at the low end of the 
' 
opserved -distribution of schedule lengths. In addition, the minimum 
schedule produced by _rule " " A. ought to be less than the minimum 
schedule produced by rule ''a" more of ten than not. 
The formulation of these intuitive criteria that ·will be used in 
··-
. ~ - .. ' 
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Let-: ~ = the mean of the schedule lengths of the T/5 
m = 
/ 
shortest schedules-produced by T iterations of 
".:; ... ~ 
,at-
the algorithm using ··rule x .to decide conflict-&. 




:::; the- numb~r of scbeaules whose length is s: m 




lx = the miniillUm schedule length produced using rule x, 




(1) Nx = Max(Nx) and 
j i i / 
(2) 
. -· 
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Experimental Results 
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the results of prior investigations, 16 ptoblems were chosen. 
- -- ---.-- - ----- -- ---~ - 1·--
~" ;'-Problems 1 through 12 ar-e from White (22), Vol. 2, pp~ 32-48; .~ 
problems .. 13 through 15 are from Fisher and Thompson (7), pp. 236-l 
237; and problem 16 is from Heller and Logemann (14), _p. 180. · 
~olutions to each of these problems were generated using the struc-
~ tural decision rule and the results compared with those of their If 
authors both by the measure of efficiency presented here (where the 
~a.ta are available) and by the·measures of mean schedule length and 
shortest first schedule. These problems together with the shortest 
. ~ schedule generated by the 
,;---
structural decision rule for each problem 
. .:7·· 
'\\ 
· may be found in Appendix I. -
A 
The algorithm and the structural decision procedure were coded t 
in FORTRAN and the computations were made on an .IBM 1410 computer. 
The FORTRAN program together.with some brief notes on its use may 
be found in. Appendix I I I .. 
I 
·~. - . . 
The detailed results of the experimental investigation appea·r 
in Appendix II. A summary of the compa:rison of the structural / 
. decision procedure with the methods of White, Fishe.r and Thompson,-- -




Using the measitre proposed· in Chapter 5, th.e structural decision 
.; 
rule proved more efficient than.the method of·Whi~in nine.of twelve 
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' FIGURE 4 
·,(", 
Decisioq Rule Compared With the Method of White 
... /, 
la MA MB NA NB 1* A 1* B ,µ,A 
37 36.5 37.0 2 o· 48 37 1 45. 7 
' 47 44.0 47.0 9 0 44 56 48.7 55 50.5 =- 55.0 2 0 50 6'0 51.6 1072 991.5 1072.0 2 ··o 999 1072 1051.4 1038 1066.7 1038 .,0 0 1 1067 1038 ,,, 1122. 0 1435 1321.0 1435.0 2 0 1407 1435' 1377.8 
-..''~15 .-650.0 715.0 5 0 650· 721 732.4 
.. 828 735.6 828.0 4 0 734 . 866 ~- 777.2 
,. 1139 1236.8 1139.0 0 1 1186 1139 1344.5 994 988.6 994.0 l 0 989 994 1094.3 
' . 981 1091,.8 981.0 0 1 1093 981 1149.5 p 
,, 1290 1173.8 1290.0 3 0 1224 1290 1304.4 
- . 
j . Legend for Figures 4· and 5: 
.. 
.. 
.n - number of commodities. 
m - number of facilities. 
l* - length of first schedule produced by rule ~f. -X 
µ,x - mean scheduie length using ruLe x. 















Structural Decision Rule 
:-:; Method of White 
Rule of Fisher and Thompson 
Rule of Nugent 
I Rule of Heller and Logemann I'. 
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\ FIGURE 5 







Fisher aind Thompson, Nugent, and Heller and Logemann 
( a) 
56 58 ( c) 57.0 58 
1103 960 ( c) 1189.0 1138 
1356 1206 ( c) 1666.0 1395 

















Notes: (a) Approximate Values Read From Graph. 











(b) 9~. 5 
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" by the LRT rule) resulted in a shorter ~chedule than did White's 
first iteration. In eleven of the twelve problems the mean iength 
(_of the schedules produced by the 0 structural decision rule was less 
than the mean length of tlie- schedules produced by White's method. 
In_the nine problems where the structural decision rule produced 
shorter schedules than were found by White, the amount of improv-
ment ranged from 2.6% to 11.4% and·averaged 7.9%. The amount by 
which White's shortest schedules bettered those generated by the 
structural decision rule, in the three problems in which this was 
the case, ranged from 2.7% to 9.4% and averaged 5.2%. 
In comparing the strucitural decision rule with the probabilis-
tic learning combination_ of LRT and SIO rules of Fisher and Tho.mp-
son, the structural decision rule proved superior, in the sense of 
Chapter 5, in only one of three problems. The results obtained 
~ 
here on problem 15 are very poor. One of the contributing causes 
- for this seems to be that the size of the neighborhood abotit each 
of the initial solutions that was searched was, evidently, t~o small 
~ ~ 
to provide any chance of finding better schedules there. In fact,' 
all of the schedules generated (each differenl) had the same length 
as the initial schedule which was the basis of the search. The 
initial schedule generated by Fisher and Thomp~on was the same 
l-engtb in problem 13, · longer in problem 14-, and short-er in · problem 
I 15 than the initial schedule generated by the LRT rule. By the 
..... , 
measure of mean schedule length, Fisher and Thompson's method proved 
... 
·--········ 
--· __ .._ ... ~. ···-- - .... better in -p,rob1ems 14 and 15,· but 1fiferio:r"" in problem 13~- It is or----
? 
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v·ing problem 13, one schedule of length ·ss·. This is the known op-
timum for this problem and had never before been obtained·using the 
algorithm, al though a __ t.o.tal of~-~76-70-so.lutions ... had been generated by 
-----
"· -Ff sher and Thomp'son· and Nugent. 
. . 
.1) . . ~ It was not possible to compare the results of fhe work of Heller 
t' 
and Logemann, Nugent, and the structural decision rule by means of 
. the efficiency measure proposed in Chapter 5 because neither Nugent 
nor Heller and Logemann report the lengths of the individual schedules 
generated by their rules. Therefore, only mean schedule length could 
be used to make the comparison. 
.... "'."\ 
In the one problem reported upon by Heller and Logemann, who 
use the First Come First Served rule breaking ties randomly, the 
structural decision rule proved less efficient than Heller and Loge-
·mann' s rule by the measure of mean schedule length. The· First Come 
First Served rule does not, typically perform as well as it does in 
this problem, and does not have a general reputation o·f .beipg ~n · 
t. 
effective scheduling rule (16,17,22). 
,tJ 
The three pr.oblems (13 through 15) of Fisher and Thompson and· -~ 
,J. 
the problem of Heller and Logemann, (problem 16) are also reported: 
. . 
upon by Nugent. ·, . With the exception of problem 13 hi.s results .are. 
_,, 
better than those produced by the structural decision rul.e,: ustng 
• 
'ipEfan schedule length as a measure of ·efficiency·. -. ·Tlie sborte.st ___ ..... · .. _ . . . 
I 
' ' . ' schedules report~d by Nugent for problems 14, 15, and 16 ~re v~ry much 
,•'" 
,. 
sporter than the shortest schedules generated by Fisher and Thompson, 
. r •· • 
·.<.,,. 
Heller _and·Logemann, or the structural decision rule;· but Nugent's 
a 
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14, 15, .. and 16 respectively. 
In 9 of the 16 problems solved by the use-of the structural 
decision rule, the shortest schedule found was one of the initial 
schedules. Of these, 8 were produced by the LRT rule and one by a 
random combination of LRT and SIO rules. In problems 5, 11, 12 and ...__ 
13 the shortest schedules were found in 1ihe vicinity of schedules 
generated using the LRT rule; and in problems 1, 6, and 10 the short-
est schedules were found in the ·vicinity of schedules generated using 
a random combination of LRT and SIO rules. 
In all 75 initial schedules were generated. Not all of these 
' 
' initial schedules were used as the basis for a neighborhood search. 
In problem 13 the LRT rule produced ·8 solutions, but the neighborhoods 
. "--
of only the 3 shortest were searched. In problems 13, 15, and 16 
many of the ties encountered under the -LRT rule, which when resolved 
produced multiple solutions, occ~rred very late in the algorithmic 
. . " " process and ·the resulting schedules were very close to each other. 
-For these three problems; those initial schedules whose vicinities 
\ 
were not searched were within the searched area of thos~ schedules 
\ 
! 
·-· --·-·· .; .~ ... 
-hich were the ba~is for a· neighborhood search. 
Of the 55 initial sch·edules whose neighborh<;>ods were searched, 
20 were improved, while 47 of the 275 schedules taken in the neigh-
- - -- -
-
-borhood of initial schedules had '·shorter schedule length than did 
../ 
• -· .J::• 
the schedules that ·were the basis for the search. -.-
--
., 
- - . ;_:' -: . 
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The computational e~perience thus far gained with the str.uctural 
decision rule developed here is toe.limited to make categorical 
- ~7 
claims for its relative merit, but the results are promising. 
l Even with the arbitrary choices made concerning the number of 
initial schedules generated, the number of them searched, the size 
of the neighbQrhoods searched, and the size of the sample taken ftdm 
these neighborhoods; the structural decision rule proved itself to be 
clearly more efficient than the method of White. 
The results of the comparison of the structural decision rule 
_with the work of Fisher and Thompson were, at first glance, nots~ 
promising. If, however, in problems 14 and ·15:, a .fe)V_ m·ore initial ,;..rt } 
• schedules had been generated by a _random combination of Longest 
' Remaining Time and Shortest Imminent Operation ru1es, the r•sul ts, 
at worst, would have been as good as those of Fisher and Thompson 
since their method 1s to generate sche~ules using just such a com-
, 
. 
bination of. rules. -(if the prol;>lems studied in this investigation 
-· - -
--
-·- ·-- --·c- --,--.,'.---- -----·-·- - Cttn be COilSide:t(~d --typical, fne:n, ·with a CGnfidence coef_ficient of .. 
. 
.. 
. 95, the probability of improving-upon an initial solution within 
. the algorithmic neighborhood of the size chosen here lies between 
~- ~ 
.23 and .50 since ·20 of 55 in.itial solutions were improved. This 
being the case, the structural decision procedure ought to be able ~ 
--'"-to outperform any rule u~ed to generate initial solutions. ·~. / 
/ 




































. with the method of Heller and Logemann on only one problem, there 
i 
is not enough evidence upon which· to base any conclusion regarding 
- -· -·-----·-·----~- -------~ the comparative efficiency of either. 
Nugent'~ shortest schedules, although very much shorter than 
those produced by Fisher and Thompson, the structural decision rule, 
-and Heller and Logemann, are bas.ed on very large samples. The 
practical use of his procedure would require much cheaper and faster 
electronic~computers than are now available. Until the costs of 
generating· literally thousands of schedules become insignificant 
compared with the economic return of even slightly shorter sche.dules, 
Nugent's method seems much less attractive than the structural de-
cision rule. If, ·however, the taking of very large samples becomes 
an economically justifiable procedure_ then,-·wi th the good probability 
of improving upon an in~tial schedule demonstrated by the structural 
decision rule, the use of Nugent's rules to generate initial schedules ,-. 
followed by a neighborhood search: ·of the best of them would be 
, 
more attractive than the use of Nugent's rules alon~. 
" . 
·., 
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CHAPTER 8 
Recommendations For Further Study 
The promising results obtained in this investigation indi-
cate that a further investigation of the process would be worth-
• :while. In any further investigati~n the rather arbitrary para-
meters of the rule ought to be varied and the effect of each on 
the efficiency of the process measured. In particular, different 
methods of generating initial solutions ought to be tried, the ,. 
size of the-neighborhood about the initial solution and the size 
of the sample taken should be varied, and methods other than 
random search should be used in taking that sample. Finally, 
other( optimality criteria should be employed to see if the pro-
cedQre performs as well with them- as with schedule length. 
); 
In using alt~rnate methods to generate initial schedules~ 
arcombination of rules would.seem to be most promising.- F,or 
example, White's method might 1:Je used to generate one initta:1 
';!' 
schedule and Nugent's rule used to generat~ several ,more along 
with several schedules generated by the method used · tn this in-.. 
vestigation. 
The experience encountered here with problem 15 suggests 
that the size of the neighborhood about an initial solution that ' , 
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_ ~/than a function of the number of facilities alone . 
The size of the sample taken in the algorithmic vicinity 
I" 

















size of that vicinity. However, an estimate of the number of solu-
tions that lie in a neighborhood whose size is expressed in a num-
ber of conflict levels and the number of commodities in the problem 
can be, at best, only roughly approximate. In any event, a.worth-
-· 
while study would be to investigate the relationship, if any, between 
the variahce of schedule lengths and a rough estimate of the si~e of 
• the algorithmic vicinity from which they are taken. 
"' A method other than ·random search of the neighborhood of an 
initial solution that comes readily to mind is the use of loading 
I 
rules other than those used to generate that initial solution. 
Another method would be to use a differently biased combination of 
rules than that initially used. 
Once the optimwn parameters for this procedure· have been deter-
mined and reasonable assurance can be obtained that near optimum 
schedules can be generated with high frequency, the next step in 
this general area of ihvest~gation should be to apply it to a dynt~ 
mic situation. -bie question which is basic to practical application 
tJf such procedures to industrial scheduling and which ought to he 
able.to be answered soon is: Does periodic stepwise optimization 
of the scheduling problem outperform the use of simple loading rules 
in a dynamic scheduling environm~nt? To answer this question will 
require an extensive body of simulation~ experience. 
. - .. _ .. -. 
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The Sixteen Problems Studied 
For each problem the facility sequence array F and the operation· 
time array T are given aJ.ong _w.ith· the shor.te,st schedule G foun-d -by - ... --,·-· ,=,- .... - ............ , -~ ~-· - - •• - -~-. 
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Problem 3 
1 3 2 4 
·a 3 4 1 
l -·--4-. -3 - 2 
2 3 1 4 
-2· 4 1 3 
1 -~ 3 2 ·4 
4 1 3 2 
2 4 1 3 
10 
6' 8 9 4 
1 3 9 6 
' 
4 5 ~ 6 
7 6 6 8 
5 2 6 5 
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1 1 4 3 
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Problem 4 (Continued) 
. 
. ~--- ·:---- ---- -·- . 
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Presented here are the schedule lengths of the initial schedules 
and how they were obtained, together with the lengths ·· of the 
~ 
• 
schedules found in the algorithmic vicinity of the initial schedules-
for each of the 16 problems investigated. 
Problem 1 
Initial Schedules: 48(LRT) 
47 
47 






















































'\ Initial Schedules: 50(LRT) 5l(LRT) 
51 





51 · .54 
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.Subsequent Schedules: 51 .51 ·52 
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(These solutions were all within 
nine conflict levels of the 
first solution. Their neigh-
borhoods were not searche9.) 
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Problem 13 (Continued) 
Initial Schedules: ' 67(LRT) 
Subsequent Schedules: 
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* Neighborhood not searched • 
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Problem lp (Continued) 
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.P blem (Continued) 
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C: 
87(LRT) ·\ 87(LRT) 
r * * 
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FUR MA r ( 5 I 2 ) : . · ,. • 
FORMAT(6X,14,14X,1~,8X,14~ 
FORMAT 1t 5 ( 2 X, 14 J J 






INITIALIZE SWITCHES, C()UNJERS, ANO CONSTANTS 
C 






1 re= 9CJ99 
KSDP~ICOl-1 
NSUP=O 
























ESTABLISH LRT ARRAY AS~ BASIS FOR DECISIONS 
































































































FORTRAN LISTING 1410-F0-970 PAGE 002 STEP ONE OF THE ALGORtrHM 
-.. 
ESTA6l1SH IN ITU Al . ...{lP-ER4f ION: COMPLETION TIMES 
I 
0031zl,1ROW 
J•Fll,lJ .1. ~ 
GCJ,l)=TCl,J) ..,. 
"'-: ;. 
STEP TWO OF THE ALGORlllHM 




I F ( G ( I , J t ) 4 ,. 4 , 6 ..., 












STEP THREE OF JHE ALGORITHM 




GD I 007J=l,IROW I CSIJJzO 0 
S•O 
009J 2 l, I ROW 
I lftGll,JJ-TIJ9,10,9 I-' 
S=l 
C51.J)=LRTCJ,I I i, ! 
CONTINUE i: ,, ,. 
l 
lf(S-1)8,12,8 
0013J.:iit, IROW - t .. IFCCS(J))l4,14,13 
IFCG( 1,Jt-TI 113,13,15 
lF(G(l,J)-TI.LT.TCJ,IJJCSCJJ•lRTCJ,1) 
' 
' "ir' CUNTINUE I 
. H:::r:l 
IC=O 
OOBOJ 2 l,IROW 
lf(CSIJ).EQ.O)GOTOBO ·,\.., 
IC=IC+l ! 
'"i ... I 
N(M»=-J ! ,. 
M=-M+l I ., 
























































00,,.2 "•J · 
GOTU83 
C 






































PICK LEFT~osr OPERATION ANO s•ve OAfA so THAT ALTERNATE PATH(St HAY BE FOLLOWED 
PAGE 003 











































MESSAGE FORTRAN LISTING 1410-F0-910 PAGE oo .. 
~ 





0001t5 HENT-=O ' r V' 001053 IFCNRANO.EQ.O)GOT081 ;.. I 00 1058 NRANO:::Q 
C ,·.· ,. I I 
C MAKE RANDOM CHOICE .I i I 
C (USED DURING NEIGH80RHOOO SEARCH) \· 1 ',: I 
:i C I XaRAND(.394) 
lalC ~- I : i' 









i -": ... ;;~ .Y. OO,Q81 M=l 
00083 K:N(M, r. 
.I 
IGBzO ,P e. i r 
• 00101J•l,IROW I 
Q lf(FtK,Jt-11101,102,101 I ' 
. '. 00101 CUN·f INUE QO 
,.,...,.,w .• .,,-,-,-. C I 
ti-, 








f GO,T0105 • 
·4 00103 NLASJ=f(K,J-1) t 
NARRJ=G(NLAST,K) 
\ 




" 00202 lf(G(l,IXP)-IHOL)201,201,203 
00203 IHOL 2 GII,IXP) 
.( 00201 CONTINUE 
If( IHOL-NARRTt205,205,204 ,. 
I i 0020, NARR J = lrHOL j I 
C 
,..;,,. . 
C lEFf SHIFT CHOSEN OPERAT ION1 IF Po·ss·.1afe: V > . . . . ... -. . . - •, . ·. • ,. i C. I •G· 0020s· TPR:NARRT+TCK,11 '<!< .... -~ Ir i lf(TPR-Tllll0,131,131 
' 
00130 IGB==l t:' r ~ I· ,it'.-• 00 l 31 DOlObJ=l,IROW 
lf(J-K)l07,108,107 
00107 IfCCS(J))l09,l06,109 .• ... 
-
.. 
,: 00109 DCJllO(XP=l,IROW 
,. 
i • lf(f(J, l>CP)-1 )110, lllellO •, 











































' ' . 
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STEP FIVE OF THE ALGORlrHM 
1410-F0-970 


















: "C REStT T IF LEFT SHIFT DEMANDS 
C 





·~ C STEP SIX OF THE ALGORITHM 
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' .... -.WRITE(NTAll,T(,NCR,NSAV,G,CS 
Rl:WINONTB ~ 
I JI= I 
HtNT=l 
GOT046 
JEST TO SEE IF COM81 NA Tl ON lJRT-SIO SCHEDULE MUST 
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00041 lff lf8.EQ.9999tGOTU140 




REW I NON TB 
~ 00069 NC. T RaO . 



























































































































































































Notes Qn the Use of the FORTRAN Pro,~~an{ 
'--. 
·;., 
1. The following statements must be modified to conform ·to the si.z,_e 





of the problem {n = the number ·of commodities in the problelJl, 
m = the number of facilities in the problem):. 
·-· 
DIMENSION F(n,m), T(n,m), LRT(n,rn); G(m,n), NGH(m,n), 
N(n), CS(n), NSAV(n), NSAH(n), NCSH(n) 
22 FORMAT (m I2) 
25 FORMAT (m(2x,I4)) 
!ROW= n 
IOOL = m 
701 READ (li.,22) F(I ,1), ••.•• ,F(I,m) 
702 READ (1,22) T(I,1), •.••. ,T(I,m) 
.·(. 
·":· . ~ 
2. The facility sequence array F and the operation· time array T 
should each be punched in n cards, one for each row· of. each array. 
,. ··ne caras .. representing F should precede· those representing T. 
-... 3. The program utilizes three tape 4ni ts. They must be designated 
MWl, MW2, and MW3. 
4. The statement RAND( .394) may be replaced by any subroutine that 
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